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Are you tired of feeling forced into merchandise your customers won’t buy at 

prices that won’t sell in your local market?

With Stuller’s new Create Your Own Marketing program, you don’t have to. 

Through a third party partner, Synchrocom, creating your own marketing 

materials is made simple, fast and affordable.

1) Log onto stuller.com and click through MARKETING SERVICES.

2) Choose from a variety of different professionally-produced background 

templates.

3) Select your products from our image gallery, set your own pricing, 

and create your own direct mail postcard, brochure, or gift card promotion to 

be delivered to your door, or shipped directly to your customer list.

4) Add to your cart and check out with your credit card or PayPal account.

Create powerful promotional tools for your own local brand name without 

ever leaving your store, or home! Once your materials are created, they 

become exclusive to your store within your area and cannot be used by 

your local competition.

Customized marketing. Simple. Fast. Affordable.

Stuller. The beauty of it all.™

Create Your Own  
Marketing Materials for Spring
From the comfort of your office

Log onto stuller.com and begin 
creating your own marketing 
materials today.

New templates available during  

the Spring selling season:

• Graduation 
• Mother’s Day 
• Father’s Day 
• and more

The beauty of it all.™
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As a Diamond Trading

Company Sightholder™

and direct, just-in-time

supplier, Stuller’s diamond

services are multi-faceted.

The Red Box Diamond®

selling system provides

value-added services like

guaranteed Stuller grading

reports, a trade up

program and free loss

protection. Stuller.com

gives you virtual inventory

24/7 providing a full

selection of diamonds

from melee to 5 carats

in all shapes, sizes,

prices and qualities.

Trust. Confidence. Security.

Call today to experience

the many facets of Stuller.

Stuller. The beauty of it all.

Diamonds

TM

www.stul ler.com
800-877-7777

Many Facets

The      , The Forevermark“, SIGHTHOLDER“ and DIAMOND TRADING COMPANY“ are used under license from the DTC (Diamond Trading Company).
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HAVE yOu sOlD tO A lONGtIME 
customer lately? If not, then the question 
becomes, “why not?” Many jewelers overlook 
the obvious when trying to sell jewelry. 
Research from the Diamond Promotion Service 
shows that the people most likely to purchase 
a piece of diamond jewelry from your store 
are the people to whom you have already sold 
diamond jewelry. Once a customer is hooked 
on diamonds, they want more diamonds. Many 
jewelers spend most of their time trying to 
bring in new customers instead of servicing 
the ones they already have. In truth, it takes 
a balance of both types of customers if a 
business is going to remain healthy; but your 
repeat purchasers, known as “heavy acquirers,” 

tend to go for upgraded jewelry with more 
and larger stones, or complete collections of 
pendants, earrings, bracelets and rings. If you 
are not competing in the market that you have 
already created, chances are that someone else 
will try to cultivate your customer by radio, 
television or other forms of advertising. And, 
if your customer is ready to purchase, it may be 
from you, or it may be from someone else. Your 
customers are the most valuable part of your 
business. Build relationships with them, learn 
when their special days are, and, when you 
haven’t seen them in a while, call and let them 
know what you have in your store that’s new. 
Ask them to stop by and take a look. They just 
may go home with something new!
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Mountings, Vol. 55
Countertop showpiece extends jewelers’ inventory and customer service

Our premiere book, The Stuller Mountings Book, vol. 55, is replete with 
new products in many categories, most of which can be set with your choice 
of stones through stuller studio. this will help you spend more time on the 
sales floor and less at the bench. most stuller studio products ship in less 
than five working days.

You'll find:
• engagements and bands
• diamond fashion rings, earrings, pendants and bracelets
• all-metal ensembles in a variety of metal qualities
• colored stone rings, earrings and pendants
• family jewelry
• ear piercing systems
• pearl mountings
• large beautiful chains and necklaces
• earring dangles
• brooches
• gents’ fashion mountings
• a wide variety of our most current selling systems for use at your counter  

including: bridal collections, birthstone collections, right Hand ring, 
Journey, masterline and stuller restyling events.

The Mountings Book, Vol. 55 can be your best asset when it comes to 
finding a perfect mounting for your customer!

Thanks to your feedback on previous catalogs, we now offer you 
an incredible resource for virtually everything you need in these 
important categories.

We have added appealing new choices for your showcases. We 
have also expanded our extensive selection of packaging supplies and 
Point-of-Purchase materials with exciting new products.

Even better, we have continued to expand our selection of 
packaging available in our hot stamping program. Image is 
everything, and we want to give you more options to brand your 
store with your customers. Plus, we’ve added many new engravable 
gift items to make you the top resource for personalized products in 
your local market.

Pricing shown is your cost, with quantity discounts available. And 
as you’ll recognize as you browse around, products in this catalog 
represent an excellent value for your money. 

Call us first, to purchase precisely what you need today, or to 
accessorize your entire store!

Packaging, Displays & Gifts, Vol. 59
Catalog features 300+ pages of packaging, displays and gifts

Catalog Resources • Catalog Resources
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AGtA Announces 2007 board 
Stuller’s Joe Orlando Tapped as a Director

When the american Gem trade association seated 
a new Board in late 2006, Joe Orlando, Business 
Vice President for Gemstones at stuller, Inc., was 
among the new directors.

Other members of the board are rick Krementz with 
rKG 1866, llC, president; vice presidents: Barbara 
lawrence with Boston Gems & Findings, Inc., and 
Omi Nagpal with Omi Gems, Inc.; secretaries: 
Kambiz sabouri with Gem 2000, Inc., Betty sue King 
with King's ransom; treasurer sampat Poddar with 
Byrex Gems, Inc.; and directors John Bachman with 
John m. Bachman, Peter Bazar with Imperial-Deltah, 
Inc., robert Bentley with robert Bentley Company, 
Inc., Benjamin Hackman with Intercolor usa, robert 
Kane with Fine Gems International, Glenn lehrer 
with lehrer Designs, surinder mittal with the Kay 
el Company, Inc., eric schwotzer with Penn Gem 
International, and sushil Goyal with liberty Gems.

also on the Board are CeO Douglas K. Hucker with 
aGta and Past President eric Braunwart with Co-
lumbia Gem House, Inc.

aGta's announced edwin l. Griffin Jr. Cae as its 
new COO in November.

Created in 1981, aGta has a growing membership 
in the united states and Canada that agrees to 
disclose gemstone enhancements on all commercial 
documents and abide by the association's Code 
of ethics. members are held to a stricter disclosure 
policy than the one required by the Federal trade 
Commission. For more information about aGta, its 
programs, or its standards, please visit their website 
at www.agta.org.

TIME IS RUNNING OUT to register for 
your spot at the 2007 Stuller Workshop!

Nowhere else do you get the opportunity 
to hear people who are the best in the 
business, see the latest and greatest new 
Stuller tools, and even sit down and try 
some of the tools for yourself, before you 
commit to a purchase!

It’s at the end of this month and you 
really don’t get a better deal for the money. 
The first person attending from your shop 
comes for $130, but each additional person 
comes for $65. At those prices, bring the 
whole shop down to Cajun Country.

You’ll get to talk with the Stuller experts 
about questions you may have, tour the 
facilities where all those great Stuller 
products are manufactured, and share ideas 

with fellow jewelers.
Some of our past workshop guests had this 

to say:

“I’ve been to every Stuller workshop since the 
inception. I started as a presenter and have 
been coming back working with schools or 
bringing attendees, or coming and talking 
about  education for MJSA and Stuller’s 
involvement in the industry through MJSA. 
I think for the independent jeweler this is an 
invaluable experience. They have an opportu-
nity for classroom training about business and 
marketing experiences and so on. But they 
also have an opportunity to be able to work 
with tools and to be able to see technology 
that they really don’t have a chance, even at 
trade shows, to experience and get that hands 

on, one-on-one feel, and to be able to experi-
ence and to try it out. And, to try before they 
buy is the best way for folks to know whether 
it’s going to work or not for them.”
— Theresa Shannon, Director of the MJSA 
Jewelry Academy

I’ve been wanting to come for a few years 
and was finally able to make it work with 
my schedule. I’ve wanted to always come 
and visit your facility, and see where all 
of this happens. In addition to that, there 
was some software… I was very interested 
in looking at the design software and also 
the milling equipment, and, in addition to 
that,  there’s been some wonderful tools 
here that I’ve been able to take advantage 
of as well. It’s wonderfully impressive—it’s 
a very clean place—you don't always think 
of manufacturing as clean, but it’s a very 
clean place. Very, very impressive,  and the 
sheer size of it was also impressive. The 
friendliness of everyone that I’ve talked to 
several times on the phone. And to get to 
associate the face with some of the people 
that we’ve spoken to—everybody’s been 
exceptionally helpful here and it’s really 
been a very enjoyable experience.— Jennifer 
Midah, Jennifer Midah Jewelry Design, 
Bradenton, FL

Best Workshop All Year!
Meet us in Lafayette March 30-April 1

see YOu at tHe traDe sHOWs!
the tradeshows are in full swing, and our staff 
is there to answer questions, help with orders 
and show you new products.

we’re new york bound March 18-20 for 
the MJsA show. Meet us at the Jacob K. 
Javits Convention Center booths 722-24 
and 728-30.

our staff will be at the Midwest Jewelry 
expo in the Alliant energy Center in Madison, 
wI March 24-25. booth is tbA.

AGs Conclave will be April 25-28 in denver, 
Co. If you’re a member of AGs, be sure to 
look us up while you’re there!

we will be exhibiting at the bench Jewelers 
Conference and expo at the Adams Mark 
Hotel in buffalo, ny April 28-29. Hope to see 
you there!

May 31-June 4, we will be at the AGtA 
Gemfair in las Vegas. Come and visit us at 
booth 34114 in the Grand ballroom of the 
Venetian Hotel. 

we will also be attending JCK Vegas 
June 1-5 at the sands expo & Convention 
Center. we will be at PC42 in the Plumb Club 
Pavilion, and booths 62007 and 62601 in the 
equipment, technology & supplies Pavilion.

Catalog Resources • Catalog Resources
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what’s new • what’s new

spring Flowers
It’s march, and signs of spring are 

everywhere. soon, the fashion runways 

will be a showy display of flower fashions. 

Your customers will be looking for 

complementary jewelry pieces, and we 

have them. Beautiful flower styles in 14K 

yellow gold will enhance any spring or 

summer outfit.

see the complete selection of gold 

fashion jewelry in the Finished Jewelry 

Collection, Vol. 60, or at www.stuller.com.

Circle of life

With the advent of spring, come garden parties and 

other social gatherings, all perfect backdrops for 

freshwater pearl jewelry. 

Circle jewelry is the hottest of hot on the market, and 

this is where fashion and class meet. From office to 

social settings, pearls light up her world.

to order, go to www.stuller.com or call 800.877.7777.

83633
on CH737

83543 & 83545
on CH614

65696

65697

83543 14Ky 32x17.5 Metal fashion Pendant, $288; shown on CH614 1.5mm leather Cord (Cornflower blue); 7" $34, 16" $35, 18" $35 

83545 14Ky 31x21.75 Metal fashion Pendant, $333; shown on CH614 1.5mm leather Cord (Cornflower blue); 7" $34, 16" $35, 18" $35

83633 14Ky 24x24.25 Metal fashion Pendant, $337; shown on CH737 7-strand, Coated stainless steel Chain (Purple); 16" $98, 18" $98

65697 14Kw 8.0mm freshwater Cultured Pearl & 1/8 Cttw diamond necklace, 33, 39 $866

65696 14Kw 6.0mm freshwater Cultured Pearl & 1/4 Cttw diamond earring, 33, 39 $1089 per pair
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what’s Hot • what’s Hot

Marvelous moissanite
moissanite. It’s not just for fashion jewelry. this stone 

makes a bold statement in anniversary bands. show 

your elegance-seeking customers anniversary bands 

in moissanite and call them sold. see more in the 

Moissanite Book, Vol. 53.

64604 14Ky 3mm (*1/2 Ct tw) Created Moissanite 5-stone Anniversary band, 1 $520

64606 14Ky *3/4 Ct tw Created Moissanite 5-stone Anniversary band, 1 $777

64608 14Ky *9/10 Ct tw Created Moissanite 5-stone Anniversary band, 1 $850

All available in 14KW; * Diamond Equivalent Weight

64604 (10670)

64606 (120327-.75)

64608 (120328-.75)

r5055
r5020

r5023

r5020 14Ky 18x14 Miraculous Medal, $149

r5055 14Ky 18mm first Communion Medal, $189

r5023 14Kw 19x14 st. Christopher Medal, $157

Medals of spring

New dress. New shoes. New tie. 

First Communion. Confirmation. Graduation. 

easter. mothers Day. every Day. 

medals. medals. medals. 

these beautiful medals, so in demand over the next three 

months, are but a small selection from our Religious and 

Family Jewelry catalog, Vol. 45. Keep some in stock; order 

the rest as you need. We deliver what you need, when you 

need it, to make that special occasion perfect, and that 

memory, special. Call 800.877.7777 to order, or visit www.

stuller.com.
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hen you order 
diamonds you 
need to be 
confident that 
we truly have 

what we say we have. As a true just-in-time 
supplier, Stuller works tirelessly to have the 
diamonds you need when you need them, 
at a competitive price… all while providing 
fast delivery. We strive to be your backroom 
for diamond inventory!

With a staff of 18 associates, Stuller’s 
Diamond Inventory Control Team is the 
backbone of the Diamond & Gemstone 
Division. Meticulously ensuring that from 
planning and ordering, to receiving and 
placing into final stock, our lofty in-stock 
goal of 99% is met. But our goals do not end 
with attaining this incredible level of product 

availability; Diamond Inventory Control 
Auditors constantly validate the accuracy of 
our serialized and calibrated diamond in-stock 
levels through daily cycle counts. 

Dedication to excellence, a hallmark of 
this team, reaches into every facet of day-to-
day work. The Planning and Buying group 
works closely with product specialists here 
at Stuller to ensure that our systems reflect 
the most current trends in the marketplace. 
Along with meeting your needs, this group 
also makes certain that our internal diamond 
supply for Finished Jewelry and Stuller 
Studio™ products is always on target.

Diamond Receivers assure that incoming 
calibrated and serialized inventory is 
processed efficiently and accurately, then 
quickly put into stock. Speed and data 
accuracy are crucial in performing this 

important job.
And let’s not forget, Diamond Inventory 

Laser Specialists carefully photograph and 
engrave serial numbers onto all of our Red 
Box Diamonds®. Our diamond engraving 
staff can also add a personalized message 
of your customer’s choice and your store 
logo through our special engraving service. 
Remember, we want you to use Stuller’s vast 
inventory of unique diamonds as though 
they were your own. You have a “virtual 
vault” with Stuller…accessible by mail, fax, 
e-mail or the internet. Helping you to meet 
your customers every diamond need.

With all this attention to detail and the 
ultimate goal of flawless execution, you can 
rest assured that Stuller’s Diamond Inventory 
Control Team has your back!

W

red Box Diamonds®

Serial	 Shape	 Clarity	 Color	 Wgt.	 Sale/Ct	 %	off	rap	

65137*	 PS	 SI2	 F	 0.42	 $1,200	 30%

81021*	 PS	 I1	 F	 0.42	 $705	 32%

96472*	 PS	 SI1	 D	 0.40	 $1,465	 30%

86404**	 PS	 VS1	 E	 0.47	 $1,715	 40%

87043*	 PS	 SI2	 E	 0.59	 $1,855	 25%

98945*	 PS	 I1	 F	 0.55	 $1,220	 24%

84157*	 PS	 VVS2	 D	 0.74	 $3,185	 39%

86046**	 PS	 VS1	 G	 0.71	 $2,625	 40%

78773**	 PS	 SI2	 D	 1.00	 $3,215	 35%

90150*	 PS	 I1	 I	 1.16	 $1,600	 35%

91888**	 PS	 SI2	 I	 1.01	 $2,395	 31%

90151*	 PS	 I1	 H	 1.39	 $1,730	 32%

96210*	 PS	 I1	 E	 1.51	 $2,665	 30%

69316*	 PS	 I1	 E	 1.69	 $2,855	 25%

63364**	 PS	 SI1	 E	 2.02	 $7,260	 27%

86841*	 PS	 SI2	 D	 2.10	 $5,920	 25%

73280	 PS	 SI2	 L	 2.72	 $2,220	 29%

95969	 PS	 SI2	 F	 3.02	 $6,255	 30%

74981	 PS	 SI1	 D	 4.02	 $9,950	 37%

85602	 PS	 SI2	 H	 6.01	 $7,040	 39%

Serial #s noted with * have Stuller report; those with ** have a GIA report. Pricing 
is jeweler cost.

Ask your sales consultant 
about the pear-shaped special for March.

cut of the month
Pear

the backbone of the D&G division
Meet the Diamond 

Inventory Control Department

DIamOND INVeNtOrY CONtrOl DePartmeNt.  youR bACKRooM foR dIAMond InVentoRy
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he designs and vibrant colors of the World 
Dreams story communicate a mood of hopefulness 
and vitality. As the population, especially in 

North America, becomes more culturally diverse, colors, 
patterns and designs reflect a sense of history— both 
recent and ancient— that tell the tale of a diverse 
melting pot. In a time where consumers are connected electronically, 
the search for heritage grows stronger. During the past several years, this 
search has been confined to ones personal cultural roots. In the coming 
years, there will be a shift from the search for a personal connection to the 
past to the desire to connect to a culture that is authentic to the individual. 
This often is expressed in a cultural mix as consumers identify with various 
aspects of their own cultures and the heritage of other cultures as they form 
their own identity and express their personal sense of style. This story has two 
contrasting design directions both of which are heavily influenced by the late 
1960s and early 70s— the first is cultural details and the second is graphic 
expressions. These two differing influences allow for the creation of designs 
that have appeal across generations, gender and race.

Colors
•Vibrant, vivid and saturated hues
•Fruity hues (kiwi, strawberry and orange)
•Mineralized yellows, bright poppy red and purple touched with red
•Green with a hint of yellow along with aqua and deep blue
•Exotic, spicy browns
•Vivid white and black provide contrast

Design Influences, Elements and Materials
Cultural Details – Styles showcase symbols and embellishments from the 

Chinese, East Indian, Hispanic and Estonian cultures. Craftsmanship and 
attention to detail creates pieces that look hand-made and authentic. Design 
elements and materials include:
•Folkloric symbols and patterns such as birds, fish, leaf patterns and swirls
•Charms, medallions and tassels
•Crochet, embroidery and beaded details

•Etching 
and enamels
•High-polished silver or white gold, 
especially super white metals like X1
•Heavily textured yellow gold
•Woven metals

Graphic Expressions – The modern graphic patterns of the 
late 60’s and early 70’s that feature vivid colors create fashionable 
jewelry with which consumers can identify. Design elements and materials 
include Modular designs (interchangeable styles), mosaic patterns, open 
geometric shapes (circles, ovals and rectangles), big linked chain, chevron 
patterns and basket weave patterns.

Gems
Amethyst, Aquamarine, Carnelian, Chrysoprase, Coral, Citrine, Color 

Change Garnet, Rhodolite Garnet, Spessartite Garnet, Iolite, Lapis, Onyx, 
Mexican Fire Opal, Opal, Black Opal, White Pearls, Peridot, Smoky Quartz, 
Ruby, Sapphire (blue, pink, yellow, orange and white), Tanzanite, Precious 
Topaz, Blue Topaz (swiss and sky), Diffused Topaz (pink, poppy, ice blue, 
Glacier Blue®, teal and Evergreen®), Pink Tourmaline, Turquoise and Blue 
Zircon.

color stories 2007!
World Dreams

Hope for a Brighter Tomorrowt

Black Box Gemstones®

		Serial	 Shape	 deSCription	 Clarity	 Wgt.	 Sale/Ct	

26630*	 AC	 Pink	SAPPhire	 SLYi	 1.67	 $595
80540*	 eC	 VioLet	SAPPhire	 eCLn	 0.90	 $200
80626*	 eC	 VioLet	SAPPhire	 eCLn	 0.90	 $425
65315*	 hS	 Green	SAPPhire	 SLYi	 1.26	 $240
52537*	 MQ	 Brown	SAPPhire	 SLYi	 0.94	 $235
46651*	 MS	 PurPLe	SAPPhire	 eCLn	 1.29	 $240
58493*	 oV	 YeLLow	SAPPhire	 eCLn	 1.06	 $230
80681*	 oV	 Green	SAPPhire	 SLYi	 1.67	 $470
85193*	 oV	 YeLLow	SAPPhire	 eCLn	 1.18	 $355
35146	 oV	 Green	SAPPhire	 eCLn	 3.67	 $290
66966*	 PS	 YeLLow	SAPPhire	 eCLn	 1.05	 $325
84784*	 PS	 Pink	SAPPhire	 eCLn	 1.45	 $400
97689*	 rD	 Pink	SAPPhire	 eCLn	 1.00	 $355
66463*	 rD	 orAnGe	SAPPhire	 eCLn	 2.27	 $400
93306*	 SQ	 Pink	SAPPhire	 eCLn	 1.00	 $500
98391*	 SQ	 orAnGe	SAPPhire	 eCLn	 1.07	 $575
35092*	 tr	 YeLLow	SAPPhire	 eCLn	 1.63	 $175
46324*	 tr	 PurPLe	SAPPhire	 MoDi	 1.34	 $345
75361*	 tr	 Brown	SAPPhire	 eCLn	 1.23	 $270
46130*	 tr	 Green	SAPPhire	 eCLn	 0.86	 $225

Serial #s noted with * have Stuller report. All others have a grading report from an 
independent lab. ECLN (eyeclean); SLYI (slightly included); MODI (moderately 
included); HVYI (heavily included); DCLS (déclassé). Pricing is jeweler cost.

Color of the Month:

COlOr OF tHe mONtH: raINBOW
oRdeR youR GeMstone MARKetInG 
PACKAGe todAy—Get 12 “ColoR 
of tHe MontH” PRoMotIons 
foR $44.95. AsK youR sAles 
ConsultAnt foR detAIls.



n gem treatments and synthetics, there have been more 
developments in the last 10 years than in the previous 
50 combined.  Since the 1999 Symposium, we have seen, 
for example, the commercial availability of (1) HPHT-
treated diamonds in a variety of colors, (2) various colors 
of faceted synthetic gem-quality diamonds, (3) beryllium-
diffused corundum, (4) poor-quality opaque corundum 
that has been transformed into transparent red gems by 
filling fractures with high-lead-content glass, and (5) 

“diffusion ruby,” which proved to be synthetic ruby overgrowth on 
natural corundum.  It is critical that we identify and disclose these 
products if we are to maintain consumer confidence. 

Although most of these treatments and synthetics are based on 
sophisticated technology, many can still be detected through precise 
gemological testing and observation.  And when routine testing does 
not yield a definitive identification, major gemological laboratories 
can identify nearly all of them using advanced instrumentation.  
This article (based on a lecture presented at the 4th International 
Gemological Symposium, see Gems & Gemology, Vol. 42, No. 3, pp. 
36-37) discusses approaches that members of the industry can take to 
deal with the constant influx of these new materials.

When examining a gem, the experienced gemologist 
systematically rules out the treatments and synthetics known for 
that particular stone.  By running through a list of possibilities and 
how they are identified, one can identify the gem in question using 
standard observation and testing, or make an informed decision on 
a proper course of action, such as submitting the gemstone to an 
internationally respected gem laboratory for testing.  The challenge 
is to recognize when the identification is beyond your knowledge 
level— to know when you don’t know.

By not facing these difficult issues, and thus buying and selling 
“blindly,” you open yourself and your company up to loss of 
reputation and to liability that could result in financial loss.  

GEM IDENTITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM
One way to address these identification challenges is to develop 

a “gem identity assurance” program for your company based on 
gemological knowledge, trust in your suppliers, security through 
lab reports, and determining the level of risk that is acceptable in a 
given situation. 

Gemological Knowledge.  Decades of scientific research by groups 
such as De Beers, GIA, and others have provided practical solutions 
to identification problems created by the proliferation of treated 
and synthetic gems.  You can— and should— take advantage of 
this information by (1) regularly reading the gemological journals; 

(2) attending seminars held during trade shows such as at Tucson, 
Las Vegas, Basel, Bangkok, and Hong Kong; (3) taking specialized 
training at laboratories such as SSEF and AGTA; and (4) availing 
yourself of unique products such as the DeBeers CD-ROM, 
Diamonds and books on specific topics— for example, GIA’s Gems 
& Gemology in Review: Synthetic Diamonds. There are also many 
educational programs available around the world to fit most needs. 

There is no substitute for up-to-date gemological knowledge and 
solid experience. To this end, you should also consider purchasing 
your own gem-testing equipment, a portable lab, or— depending 
on your circumstances— a complete advanced testing laboratory.  

Trust in Your Suppliers and Financial Recourse.  It is very 
important to buy gems from a trusted and knowledgeable supplier— 
one who will refund your money if testing reveals that the gem is 
not what it was represented to be.  Always demand full disclosure 
regarding treatments and synthetics in writing on the invoice— if 
the seller will not comply, then find a new supplier.  Buy from 
companies that belong to organizations such as ICA (International 
Colored Gemstone Association), AGTA (American Gem Trade 
Association), AGS (American Gem Society), TGJTA (Thai Gem 
& Jewelry Traders Association), WFDB (World Federation of 
Diamond Bourses), and the like.  Members of such organizations 
must adhere to rules of ethical behavior, and the organizations can 
and will issue sanctions if these rules are violated.  

Security through Laboratory Reports.  Establish a company 
policy whereby all gems over a certain monetary value, or certain 
kinds of gemstones, must have a report from an internationally 
recognized gem lab.  On expensive gems, obtain reports from 
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store strategy

Navigating the Challenges
of Treatments & Synthetics in the Market

FIGure 1.
CAReful eXAMInAtIon of tHIs 8 Ct sAPPHIRe wItH A 
dARKfIeld bInoCulAR MICRosCoPe And dIffused lIGHtInG 
ReVeAled subtle CARVed ColoR ZonInG—PRoVInG tHAt 
wHAt APPeARed to be A MAGnIfICent nAtuRAl GeM wAs 
ACtuAlly A flAMe-fusIon oR VeRneuIl syntHetIC sAPPHIRe.
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at least two different labs.  This is particularly important 
when geographic locality reports are required (because these 
determinations are not an exact science, the second lab may 
indicate a different origin, in which case a third report is needed).  
Lab reports help protect you from future liability problems with 
your clients.

Risk Tolerance.  Determine what level of risk is acceptable. 
Certainly, the buying and selling of a 1 ct purplish red diamond 
warrants an updated GIA lab report.  Yet it may be reasonable to 
accept the word of your supplier (who knows the chain of custody 
and guarantees it in writing) when purchasing small amethysts, 
various colors of small sapphires, or parcels of emerald melee. 
Although you do run some risk that a mistake has been made, for 
most dealers the risk is manageable. Again, though, this depends 
on the specific situation. If a parcel of 2.0 mm yellow sapphires 
are going into an expensive piece of jewelry featuring 200 such 
stones, testing (or at least spot-testing) would be required to ensure 
accurate representation of the entire piece.  

BUYING AND TESTING SCENARIOS 
Following are two examples of actual buying and testing situations 
Scenario 1: A Large Blue (Synthetic) Sapphire.  A dealer is 

offered an 8 ct superbly cut, clean, intense blue sapphire— set in an 
antique mounting— for $10,000. However, it is not accompanied by a 

lab report. During very careful examination with a darkfield binocular 
microscope and diffused lighting, she sees subtle curved color 
zoning— proving that what appeared to be a magnificent natural gem 
was actually a flame-fusion or Verneuil synthetic sapphire.  In 2005, 
a natural-color Sri Lankan sapphire of this size and apparent quality 
sold for $30,000; a comparable Burmese sapphire sold for $55,000.  If 
it seems too good to be true, it probably is!

Scenario 2: A �+ ct ”Unheated” Mogok Ruby. One gem dealer 
offers another a 3+ ct ruby, accompanied by a report from a gem lab 
stating: “Burma (Myanmar), no indication of thermal treatment.” 
Microscopic examination revealed inclusions characteristic of 
untreated Mogok rubies, such as unaltered rutile needles and small 
calcite crystals. It also revealed a small fracture extending from the 
crown facets toward the girdle. The second dealer’s prospective 

buyer was willing to pay in excess of $100,000 for the stone, but 
wanted a report from a certain U.S. laboratory. That lab reported 
evidence of clarity enhancement—specifically, foreign material 
filling the surface-reaching fracture, which is typically done in 
attempt to reduce its visibility. After the stone was soaked in 
acetone for several days (with the first dealer’s permission), the 
filler was no longer present, causing the fracture to become more 
prominent. The client was no longer interested in the ruby, and the 
gem dealer lost the sale. As mentioned above, with high-value gems 
it is good to obtain reports from two different laboratories.  

NAVIGATING THE CHALLENGES AHEAD
To maintain vitality and confidence in our industry, it is critical 

that we stay up-to-date on technological developments in gem 
synthesis, treatment, and identification.  Learn what is in the 
market, how to identify it, and when to refer a gem to a recognized 
laboratory for advanced analytical testing.   Buy from a trusted and 
experienced source.  With expensive gems, this can be backed up 
by laboratory reports.  The rapid advances in technology will 
inevitably bring challenges to the gem and jewelry industry— some 
will present positive opportunities, while many others will create 
daunting gem identification challenges.  Vigilance in pursuing 
knowledge will ensure that our industry continues to flourish.

By Robert E. Kane, 
       President and CEO of Fine Gems International in Helena, MT.

       finegemsintl@msn.com.

store strategy
continued…

It is critical that we identify and 
disclose these products if we are to 

maintain consumer confidence.

FIGure 2.
tHIs 3+ Ct "unHeAted" MoGoK Ruby ContAIned 
eVIdenCe of ClARIty enHAnCeMent, wHICH ReduCed 
tHe VIsIbIlIty of A suRfACe-ReACHInG fRACtuRe.
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The ™, The Forevermark™, SIGHTHOLDER™, and DIAMOND TRADING COMPANY™ are used under license from the DTC (Diamond Trading Company)

t’s been said that “a celebrity is a person who works all her 
life to become well known, then wears dark glasses to avoid 
being recognized.” Even though we claim that we pay no 
attention to celebrities, we’re much more fascinated than 
we’d like to admit.  Indeed, celebrity news is the fastest 
growing category within the media world (source: ABC). 

So, just how important are celebrities to the diamond 
jewelry industry? Very important, says our own Sally 
Morrison, director of the Diamond Information Center at 

JWT New York. “The holy grail of product placement,” Morrison 
commented, “is having Madonna, Nicole Kidman or Sarah Jessica 
Parker wear your jewelry design. If they wear it, it takes on a life 
beyond anything marketing can construct!”

Celebrities pass on their love of diamonds to millions of women. In 
fact, women who read magazines with significant celebrity coverage 
index far above the general public in terms of their acquisitions of 
diamond jewelry. For example, women who read Us Weekly are 55% 
more likely to receive or buy diamond jewelry than the average 
woman (source: MRI). 

We discovered that 2 out of 3 women in our survey claimed that 
they notice celebrities wearing diamond jewelry. These numbers 
increase a bit each year around the Academy Awards. (source: 
Millward Brown). Consumers tell us that diamonds are clearly 
fashionable and valuable, since they are so often seen on celebrities. 
Many women admit that they enjoy watching celebrity awards 
programs specifically to see what kinds of fashions and diamond 
jewelry adorn the stars.

That's why Morrison and her team keep close tabs on the diamond 
jewelry designs that celebrities are choosing for upcoming events, 
to be sure that we stay on top of trends.  And, the DIC helps top 
diamond jewelry designers, manufacturers and retailers stay in close 
touch with the fashion stylists who dress these celebrities to provide 
access to noteworthy jewelry. Prominent designers and retailers are 
eager to loan pieces for stars to wear for important events in order 
to gain visibility for their brand names and designs.  This year, 
Journey Diamond Jewelry is sure to be in evidence on red carpets and 
runways.  

For years after these events, photos of the event will still be seen, 
showcasing jewelry designs as well as the stars who wear them. 

Designers and luxury retailers love to have their pieces enjoy the 
kind of limelight that celebrities provide.

So, what can you do to leverage the power of celebrities in your 
store? First, someone on your staff should become an expert on “what 
they’re wearing.” This person should compile a scrapbook of the 
latest trends in celebrity diamond jewelry. If you show your customers 
photos of a celebrity wearing a Journey pendant, it may help to close 
a sale. People like to know that famous personalities also appreciate 
jewelry similar to the piece they have chosen: it helps them feel 
confident about their good taste.  It’s helpful to check out websites 
like Style.com to get the latest news on celebrity jewelry trends.

A second idea is to involve local celebrities with your brand. 
Perhaps you have these personalities within your client base 
(reporters? sports figures? business leaders?) If so, it’s a great idea to 
offer to host an event for them. You could gain visibility for your 
store by sponsoring a cocktail party to raise funds for the celebrity’s 
favorite charity. If you don’t have relationships with local celebrities 
already, team up with a local magazine or newspaper to reach out to 
them to raise money for a community cause. Your event will do good, 
attract attention and bring the magic of celebrities to your brand 
image. 

Finally, you may be able to leverage manufacturers’ celebrity usage. 
If your jewelry is manufactured by a company that has hired a 
celebrity to endorse their products, see if you can use images from the 
campaign in your store.

editor’s Note: this is part of a continuing series from Claudia rose, Director of 

Industry strategy, at the Diamond Promotion service.

i
DPS diam nd facets

The Celebrity Factor



“Stuller Studio gives me the power 

to satisfy the individual jewelry 

desires of my clients because they get 

beautiful styles with the stones they 

want. It makes me a reliable retailer 

because I get what I order on time, 

every time. 

“Using stuller.com, business is easy. 

I get a "virtual vault" filled with products, 

so I don't have to keep a huge inventory 

in my store. I can access it 24/7.

“And, I get it all from Stuller Studio, 

which helps me be competetive in my 

market and helps my profits grow! ”
Jera from fire Cut diamonds, Harris, tX

jeweler’s voice
Stuller Studio.
Your opportunity to increase your custom jewelry
business without adding staff to your store.

Stuller Studio combined with our vast selection of loose gemstones, 
provides you endless customizable jewelry options. 

pendant 83742 1 CT

J E W E L E R ’ S  V O I C E
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By Ramona
Gautreaux

focus on Color!
       and increase your sales 
       possibilities...

many retail stores reinforce 
the myth that when 
shopping for fashion, 
consumers should select 
from a pre-determined 
list of birth-related gems. 
stores often organize their 
showcases by stone type, 
and primarily stock ruby, 
emerald, sapphire and 
pearls, plus a small selection 
of birthstone jewelry. this 
limited method of selling 
causes the following 
scenario time and again: a 
shopper enters a retail store, 
they happen to be born in 
may, and they only have 
$500 to spend. the sales 
consultant offers assistance 
and after discovering that 
the shopper has a may 
birthday, suggests emerald. 
the size and quality of the 
jewelry the shopper sees 
is not to their liking, so 
they leave the store empty 
handed. If your focus is 
on color first, and the gem 
second, you can find the 
perfect stone that fits within 
your customers price range, 
complements their skin tone, 
their hair, their eyes and 
their wardrobe. let us look 
at the above example again, 
this time, let us suppose the 
sales consultant asks the 
shopper what their favorite 
color is, looks at the skin 
tone of the shopper and 
they decide that green is 
the desired hue. tsavorite 
Garnet, Chrysoprase, 
Green tourmaline or Jade 

would be ideal gems fit 
the budget of the shopper. 
Congratulations would 
definitely be in order as 
the sales consultant makes 
a sale, and the consumer 
leaves the store with their 
new purchase. Why is 
breaking the birthstone myth 
so important? In today’s 
luxury market, fine jewelry 
stores are competing with 
other luxury items. In terms 
of the gemstone market, 
competitive goods include 
handbags, shoes and 
electronic goods, such as 
cell phones and computers. 
What do the manufacturers 
of all of these products use 
to appeal to consumers? 
Color! Flip through any 
fashion magazine and you 
will see how color sells. 
From pink cell phones to 
red handbags, color and 
design combine to create 
fashion, and fashion is hot. 
Consumers spend anywhere 
from $100-$1000 on fine 
quality handbags and shoes, 
selecting the ideal accessory 
to complete their wardrobe. 
You can capture your share 
of this market if you begin to 
think of colored gemstone 
jewelry as a self-purchase, 
fine accessory item, instead 
of a one-time gift purchase. 
to help you focus on color, 
try the following “color first” 
tips:
• Organize your stones by 
color– put all the blue gems 
together for example.
• learn more about color, 

FA S H I O N
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can enhance concentration 
(think of sticky notes and 
legal pads). For customers 
who want to stand out in 
a crowd, suggest subtle 
splashes of yellow gems. 
Yellow will get a person 
noticed. 

GreeN
Green is the color most 
associated with nature. 
typically, it’s a calming 
color, however Green with 
hints of yellow can also be 
considered energetic. When 
life is hectic and balance is 
needed, earthy shades of 
green are most appealing. 
more vivid shades of green 

Blue
Blue is one of the most 
popular colors. Blue is 
a color that represents 
loyalty and communicates a 
sense of trust and balance 
– political candidates and 
job applicants will wear 
blue hoping to appear more 
trustworthy. Purple is the 
color of royalty.  

PurPle
Purple can be vibrant and 
electric or smooth like 
jazz. therefore purple has 
the power to brighten our 
moods and invigorate us, or 
to soften the rough edges of 

its meanings, emotions and 
physiological effects (see 
information below).
• ask customers probing 
questions about color. 
For example: what is their 
favorite color, what colors 
look best with their skin, hair 
and eyes, what colors do 
they wear most frequently. 
this will allow you to 
suggest colors that match 
their lifestyle, complexion 
and wardrobe. 

reD
Did you know that the 
color red stimulates the 
appetite and that red can 
actually make a person's 
heart beat faster? maybe 
this is why red is thought 
of as the color of love. If 
your customer wants to 
communicate a sense of 
daring and excitement, if 
they want to be noticed and 
feel attractive, then suggest 
red gems. 

PINK
Pink is the quintessential 
color of femininity. It speaks 
to the sensitive and sensual 
side in all of us. Color 
psychologists have said 
that pink has the power to 
steal the energy of those 
who observe it, which is 
why it’s such a great color 
to wear if you want to make 
someone’s knees go weak. 

OraNGe
the color orange 
communicates a sense of 
the warmth, energy and 
playfulness.  Darker shades 
of orange can be spicy and 
exotic, while brighter shades 
communicate enthusiasm 
and organization. 

YellOW
Yellow is typically thought of 
as a cheerful color. However 
it can be overpowering if 
overused. In small doses, 
yellow has many positive 
effects – for example, it 

Quick Color Reference
red 
Red Coral
Madeira Citrine
Mozambique Garnet
Ruby
Chatham® Created Ruby

Pink
Pink Coral
Rhodolite Garnet
Morganite
Pink sapphire
Imperial Precious topaz
Pink Color fusion topaz by 

signity®
Pink tourmaline
Chatham® Created Pink sapphire

Orange
Carnelian
spessartite Garnet
Mexican fire opal
orange sapphire
Poppy Color fusion topaz by 

signity®
Chatham® Created Padparadscha 

sapphire

Yellow
Ametrine
Citrine
yellow enhanced diamond
yellow sapphire
Honey tiger’s eye
Precious topaz
Chatham® Created yellow 

sapphire

Green
Alexandrite
bloodstone
Chrysoprase
emerald
tsavorite Garnet
Jade
Peridot
evergreen® diffused topaz
Green tourmaline
Chatham® Created Alexandrite
Chatham® Created emerald

Blue
Aquamarine
blue Chalcedony
blue enhanced diamond
lapis
blue sapphire
blue topaz
Color fusion topaz by signity
teal diffused topaz
Glacier blue® diffused topaz
turquoise
blue Zircon
Chatham® Created blue sapphire

Purple
Amethyst
Ametrine
lavender Chalcedony
Color Change Garnet
Iolite
tanzanite

White & Beige
diamond
Moonstone
opal
Pearl
white sapphire
Chatham® Created opal
signity® white topaz
smoky Quartz
tiger’s eye
Complexion Color fusion topaz 

by signity®
Champagne® diffused topaz
Charles & Colvard™ Created 

Moissanite

Black
black diamond
Marcasite
black onyx
black opal
tahitian Cultured Pearls
black Akoya Cultured Pearls
black star sapphire
black spinel

a hard day. 

WHIte
White gems symbolize 
purity, peace and tranquility. 
For those looking for a bold, 
crisp, powerful gem, suggest 
any of the white transparent 
stones. softer, opaque 
whites offer a gentle, fresh 
approach to jewelry and are 
ideal for customers wanting 
to be bold, yet subtle. 
sparkling beiges warm the 
soul and catch the eye with 
smoldering color. If your 
customers want glamour 
with a touch of champagne-
hued richness, suggest a 
beige gemstone.

BlaCK
Black communicates power 
and authority and makes a 
person feel like they can 
take on the world. When 
customers are looking for a 
color that goes with 
anything, Black is a great 
choice, especially because it 
never goes out of style. 
suggest black gemstones to 
those who want to 
communicate confidence 
and style.



(A) 50732 Tungsten 6mm or 8mm Comfort-Fit Flat Step Edge 
Wedding Band: Sizes 9-12.5 $216   (B) FIR Tungsten 6mm or 
8mm Flat Inside Round Wedding Band: Sizes 9-12.5 $216   (C) 
50731 Tungsten 6mm or 8mm Comfort-Fit Flat Double Groove 
Wedding Band: Sizes 9-12.5 $216   (D) IR Tungsten 6mm or 
8mm Comfort-Fit Wedding Band: Sizes 9-12.5 $216   (E) 50730 
Tungsten 6mm or 8mm Comfort-Fit Beveled Wedding Band: Sizes 
9-12.5 $216   (F) 50729 Tungsten 6mm Comfort-Fit Flat Beveled 
Edge Wedding Band: Sizes 9-12.5 $216   (G) 50733 Tungsten 
6mm Comfort-Fit Flat Beveled Edge Faceted Top Wedding Band: 
Sizes 9-12.5 $216
Pricing is suggested retail.

New Tungsten Carbide Bands
• beautiful comfort-fit bands with white and steel gray appearance
• hypo-allergenic
• stronger than any other metal. Its strength is 3x more rigid than steel, 4x greater than titanium, 10x that of gold.
• scratch resistant under normal wear
• 89% tungsten carbide, 10% nickel and 1% chromium
• 10-day return policy
• stocked in whole and half finger sizes 9-12.5
• due to hardness of metal, these rings cannot be sized
• size exchange policy of $35 service fee
• no returns on rings that have been altered in any way, including but not limited to engraving, polishing, boiling, cleaning 

with harsh chemicals, soldering, burning or showing evidence of repeated physical abuse

A

B

C

D

E

F G

THE BEAUTY OF TUNGSTEN. HIS WAY.
NOW AVAILABLE THROUGH STULLER.



A  65704 14KTT 1/2 CT TW Diamond Earring, 110, 131 $1238 per pair

B  65703 14KTT 1/4 CT TW Diamond Pendant, 110, 131 $617 
 (shown on CH123 16” 14KW sold separately)

C  65707 14KTT 3/8 CT TW Diamond Ring, 110, 131 $1134

D  65706 14KTT .08 CT TW Diamond Heart Ring, 110, 131 $348

E  65705 14KTT .08 CT TW Diamond Heart Pendant Slide, 110, 131 $273 
 (shown on CH220 16” 14KW sold separately)

F  65077 14KY/Rhodium-Plated 1/2 CT TW Diamond Pendant, 110, 131 $1174 
 (shown on CH128 16” 14KW sold separately)

A

B

C

D

E

F

Yellow Diamonds
 sweet and natural
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Circle of life
Stuller Studio

Product Information

An old adage says, "Everything eventually 
comes full circle in life." And, the idea of 
the circle of life has become a fashionable 
trend in jewelry in recent years.

These beautiful circle of life pieces are 
available through Stuller Studio in as little 
as five working days in your customer's 
choice of configurations, because we 
know that some people’s worlds turn on 
diamonds while others turn on sapphires, 
rubies, emeralds, tanzanite, aquamarine, 
topaz and other stones.

Use Stuller Studio as your store’s extra 
bench jeweler and get the quality you’ve 
come to expect from all Stuller products.

Stuller, the beauty of it all.™

83676
.21, 1, and 1/2 Ct

STULLER STUDIO

mountings
Pricing is suggested retail  in u.s. 

Dollars at a $600 gold market; $1,100 

platinum, subject to change without 

notice. sold by DWt, plus labor and 

invoiced by exact DWt shipped, blank, 

without stones. most items available set 

stuller studio with your choice of 

stones from our exclusive inventory 

within five days and are non 

returnable, non cancelable.

Photography
enlarged up to 150% of actual size.

Finished Jewelry
Pricing is suggested retail  in u.s. 

Dollars at a $600 gold market; $1,100 

platinum, subject to change without 

notice. sold by piece, not weight, with 

stones featured. many styles exclusive 

copyright of stuller, Inc. and strictly 

enforced.

1	 Charles	&	Colvard™	 Man-Made,	slightly	tinted	greenish	yellow,	good	Cut,	very	high	dispersion	 syn
	 Created	Moissanite	-	white

33	 diaMond	round	 inClusions	Can	be	seen	with	the	unaided	eye,	i1	g-i	Color,	good	Make	 n
39	 Freshwater	Cultured	pearl	 very	light	CreaM	to	pinkish-white	to	white,	Minor	bleMishes,	very	good	luster	 e
48	 genuine	Citrine	 eye	Clean,	MediuM	gold	to	slightly	orange,	good	Cut,	little	or	no	Color	zoning	 h
54	 genuine	lapis	Cab	 MediuM	to	dark	blue,	soMe	gold	Flakes	(pyrite),	even	Color,	good	polish,	MediuM	doMe	 d
59	 genuine	onyx	 blaCk,	good	polish,	good	shape	 d
60	 genuine	opal	Cab	 white	baCkground,	good	to	MediuM	Fire,	(Color	range-blues,	greens,	and	reds)	 n
61	 genuine	peridot	 eye	Clean,	MediuM	to	dark,	yellowish	green,	good	Cut	 n
63	 genuine	rhodolite	garnet	 eye	Clean,	MediuM	to	dark	raspberry	to	pluM,	good	Cut	 n
77	 genuine	swiss	blue	topaz	 eye	Clean,	MediuM	to	dark,	bright	blue,	good	brillianCe,	good	Cut,	good	polish	 r
83	 genuine	tourMaline	-	pink	 eye	Clean,	MediuM	Color,	bright	pink,	good	Cut	 h,r
110	 diaMond	round	 inClusions	Can	be	seen	with	the	unaided	eye	(i1),	g-i	Color,	average	Make	 n
113	 Cultured	pearl	-	south	sea	white		 FroM	a	norMal	viewing	distanCe,	the	FaCe	oF	the	pearls	appear	Clean	and	the	naCre	Free	oF	MoveMent.		 n
	 	 see	additional	Quality	#14,	#120,	upon	Closer	inspeCtion,	slight	bleMishes	on	the	surFaCe	and	
	 	 MoveMent	in	the	naCre	Can	be	seen.
131	 genuine	yellow	diaMond	 slightly	inCluded,	i1	natural	FanCy	yellow	Color,	very	good	Cut,	very	good	polish	 n



$199

Free  
display!

Bridal Expert™ Program

Halo Collection™ Alloy Kit
Created by Paul Klecka exclusively for Stuller, Inc.

         Kit Benefits
•  Exclusive designs by award-winning 

designer Paul Klecka.

•  Nine alloy samples, two 18” chains and 
white leatherette Display Tray.  
(Assembly required.)

•  Earring Jackets and Pendants are sold 
semi-set with VQ2 diamonds, yellow  
and pink sapphires.

•  Product is tagged with mounting  
series number and a $600 gold  
market suggested retail price.

Program Benefits
•  You will receive a beautiful white leatherette display system 

($350 value) at no charge with a qualified purchase of $7,500 
or more. For a qualified purchase of $15,000 or more, you 

will receive the expanded display system ($1000 value).

•  Stock balancing options, as well as terms or volume 
discounts are available. A Stuller representative will  
service your account seasonally. Co-op advertising 
dollars and free alloy kits are available with selected 
volume purchases.

•  As the Bridal Expert, you will receive access to 
a fully-supported library of digital bridal images. 
Free display signage and tri-fold consumer 
product brochures will be provided based on  
purchase volume.

•  Call 800.877.7777 ext.4781 to schedule an 
appointment with a Stuller representative at any 
of the major trade shows, where you can preview 
more than two dozen categories of our newest and 
most exciting bridal styles.

To order call 800.877.7777  
or visit www.stuller.com. 




